This program aims to learn the state’s necessary rules and systems, information and training on setting up and operation of satellite communication networks, and policies to encourage related industries for officials and staff of governments and related organizations who are engaged in promotions Space exploitation.

**Objective/Outcome**

**Objective**
Participants will acquire knowledge about basic legal frameworks, equipment operation and industrial policies by referring Japanese case-study in order to discuss/consider necessary actions for improving state’s Space development of the participant’s countries.

**Outcome**
- To be able to explain one’s own state’s legal framework related to Space
- To be able to explain basic knowledge related to set up and operation of satellite communication networks
- To be able to explain necessary matters how to possess one's own state’s satellite

**Target Organization / Group**
- Target Organization: Ministry and related agencies who are engaged in discussion and promotion of state’s Space development
- Target Group: Officials and staff of government and related organizations who are engaged in discussion and promotion of state’s Space development

**Contents**
1. Lecture by Office of National Space Policy, Cabinet Office (Legal framework on Space and how to establish policy making systems and organizations for effective usage of the framework)
2. Lecture by Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (Circumstance of satellites in the world and how ITU proceed frequency adjustment.)
3. Lecture by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (Policies on space related industries)
4. Lecture and study tour by JAXA (Necessary technologies for space development)
5. Lecture and study tour by JSAT (Basic knowledge about setup and operation of satellite communication networks)
6. Study tour of satellite and VSAT maker’s factories (MELCO, NEC and so on)
7. Lecture by Remote Sensing Technical Center
8. Lecture about Finance scheme by JICT and so on
9. Discussion among participants

**Course Period**
2019/12 ～ 2019/12

**Department in Charge**
Infrastructure and Peacebuilding Department

**JICA Center**

**Cooperation Period**
2018 ～ 2020